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Abstract 
Group communication is becoming an increasingly important communication paradigm of mod
ern distributed systems, but programming-level support for group communication is hitherto 
missing. Remote procedure call is a familiar programming-level abstraction to support unicast 
"request-response-style" communication. What should be the corresponding abstraction for mul
ticast communication, and what are the semantics and desirable properties of such a communica
tion abstraction. These questions are addressed in this paper. The paper presents a logical 
extension to the ODP interrogation and announcement primitives, for the support of "client
server-style" interaction in a multi-endpoint environment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Experience with remote procedure call has demonstrated the importance of programming-level 
support for point-to-point communication in distributed systems. It greatly simplifies the task of 
building "client-server" distributed applications. The programmer is given a powerful handle to 
invoke a remote object and to receive the reply. 

Group communication is becoming an increasingly predominant paradigm in many distributed 
applications [1]. Low-level support for group communication, in terms of different types of 
ordered multicast protocols, membership management protocols, and virtual synchrony are avail
able in many distributed systems architectures such as ISIS [2], Horus [3], Electra [4], Amoeba 
[5], Orbix [6], CORBA [7], etc. However, no facility is provided to the application programmer to 
access and exploit group communication at the application level. 

The paper addresses the two main aspects of 'programming-level' support for group communi
cation - the programming primitive and the invocation capabilities of the client and server objects 
involved in a group communication. The support for the former is obtainable from the ODP inter
rogation primitive through the use of the appropriate 'invocation collation mechanisms' discussed 
in the paper. The proposed invocation collation modes are consistent (supportable) with the ODP 
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interrogation primitive [8], which preserve client-server style computing in a group-based distrib
uted computing application. The paper addresses the impact the group communication has on the 
invocation capabilities of the involved client and server objects. The proposed group interroga
tion paradigm is a logical extension of the ODP interrogation paradigm. It extends the basic 
point-to-point client-server interaction model in order to address one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many client-server interactions required in an object group environment. 

2 GROUP-BASED DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING: NEW PARADIGM 

We are witnessing the emergence of two new 'distributed computing paradigms: mobile computing 
and group-based distributed computing. The two major factors responsible for the growth of these 
distributed system paradigms are inherent in the very nature of the business enterprise we want to 
develop: the mobility of application components and the fact that they work as a group to achieve 
enterprise-specific goals. 

A major force for the rapid growth of group-based distributed computing is inherent in the way 
in which 'application services' are organised. The concept of 'single server per service' is being 
replaced in many domains by the concept of 'multiple servers per service'. Services are realised 
by a set of collaborating servers. It is argued that clients need an interface to services rather than 
to individual servers. Apart from these, there is a growing number of applications in telecommu
nications, network management, process control, office automation, manufacturing and in parallel 
computing which are inherently group-based in nature. The very essence of these applications is 
that a set of related distributed objects are organised as a single logical entity - object group -
which is managed or supervised or otherwise coordinated by a single (manager or supervisor or a 
coordinator) object (or another object group). 

The concept of "object groups" proposed earlier by many researchers [9] is a nice architectural 
solution for the design of group-based applications, both at the programming and engineering 
level. An engineering framework for the support of group communication and management has 
been presented earlier in [ 10]. 

3 WHAT IS A GROUP-BASED CLIENT-SERVER APPLICATION 

Our aim is to give a formal definition to the "group-based client-server application". We define a 
"group-based client-server application" as consisting of 
I. Group-based client application, and 
2. Group-based server application. 

The group-based (client I server) application is a distributed application organised as a (client I 
server) group. Such an application is composed of "group-oriented (clients I servers)". A "group
oriented (client I server)" is a (client I server) object which possesses the following properties. 
(See Figure I): 
1. It offers a group invocation interface (Gil) and optionally a group management interface 

(GMI). 
2. The group-oriented client is capable of emitting an operation invocation and of accepting mul

tiple 'group termination invocations' (section 5 and 7) at its invocation interface. In particular, 
it is capable of processing 'group-termination invocations'. The group-oriented server is capa
ble of accepting 'group operation invocations' (section 5 and 7) and of emitting multiple termi
nation invocations (in response to the group operation invocation) at the invocation interface. 
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In particular it is capable of processing 'group operation invocations'. 
3. The group management interface is used for exchanging management information within the 

membership of the group. Depending upon the available group-transparency, each client and 
server object may obtain certain information about its group such as group membership, group 
policy, etc. through the group management interface. 

4. Each group-oriented (client I server) is supported by an engineering infrastructure called group 
support machine (GSM) in figure I. The GSM is capable of supporting the (termination I oper
ation) collation semantics required to construct group (termination !operation) invocations. 
Both the group-interaction and group-management support is provided by the GSM. 

Figure 1 Group-Based Client Server Application and the Group Support Platform. 
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Our focus is not restricted to the programming-level invocation requirements of traditional group
based applications, which come in the category of homogeneous groups, such as those used for 
fault-tolerance and load sharing. Instead we also analyze the requirements of a wide spectrum of 
group-based distributed systems which fall under the category of heterogenous groups. Essen
tially, our investigation focuses on the programming-level invocation requirements of "group
based client-server applications", which are composed of client group and server group. 

4.1 What does Interrogation offer 

The ODP interrogation primitive supports point-to-point communication between a singleton cli
ent and a singleton server using the request-reply communication style. The client is blocked until 
the receipt of a successful (or exception) termination. In response to an operation invocation, the 
server responds with one of the terminations specified for the corresponding interrogation signa
ture. The client can accept one of the terminations specified in its interrogation signature. 
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4.2 What are the requirements of Group-Based Applications 

We present the invocation requirements of a group-based application by analyzing the following 
basic group-interaction paradigms: 
l. 'Singleton-Client' and 'Server-Group' interaction paradigm 
2. 'Client-Group' and 'Singleton-Server' interaction paradigm 
These cases include the requirements of client-group and server-group interaction. The third issue 
is not specific to the group communication, but applicable in general to any service trading envi
ronment in which multiple clients and servers are involved. 
3. Partial Service Requests 

4.2.1 'Singleton-Client' and 'Server-Group' interaction paradigm 
(1). Multiple replies: In a singleton client-server group interaction, the client receives multiple 

replies, one from each member of the server group, in response to its operation invocation. 
Group-oriented clients must be capable of handling multiple replies from the server group in 
response to the operation invocation. 

(2). Variable number of replies: For some clients, the membership of the server group is transpar
ent. Moreover, the number of received replies is variable because the membership of the server 
group may change dynamically due to member failures and new members joining the group. 
How long shall the client applications wait for the replies. The group invocation primitive 
needs special termination to convey "end-of-terminations" to the client application. 

(3). Different types of replies: Clients often need to invoke a heterogeneous service group, and be 
able to collect not only multiple replies, but also different types of replies. The replies received 
from a heterogeneous service group not only may have different parameter types, but may also 
be identified by different termination names. 

(4). Multiple instances of a reply type: In many group-based applications, a client receives multi
ple instances of replies corresponding to a termination signature from the server group. A ter
mination name corresponds to an application context and often a client has a requirement to 
analyze identically named replies received from the server group together as a single unit. 
Moreover, it is inefficient for the client application to be interrupted to collect every individual 
result, when its requirement is to process all of them together. It is desirable that the group 
invocation primitive supports a "group termination" facility, so that identically named termina
tions can be handed over to the client as a single unit by the engineering mechanisms. 

4.2.2 'Singleton-Server' and 'Client-Group' interaction paradigm 
In this type of group architectures, a client group is bound to a server. This occurs when a set of 
related client objects organize themselves as a group and they want to be (managed or supervised 
or otherwise) serviced by a single (manager or supervisor or) server object. The members of the 
client group are related in some application-specific context. This type of interaction paradigm 
has the following characteristics: 
(1). Multiple instances of same service requests: The clients have identical service requirements 

and hence they invoke identically named service requests (each invocation may contain differ
ent parameter values, but of the same type) on the server object. 

(2). Periodic service requests: Inputs from the client group often occur at specific instants of time 
or within a specific time interval. For example, a group of managed objects (client group) send 
their status reports (operation invocations) along with the associated status parameters to the 
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manager object (server) periodically, and wait to receive the management signal (termination 
invocation) from the manager. 

(3). Reply based on group-input: In a vast majority of the applications of this kind, the members 
of the client group are· related in an application specific manner. Their individual service 
requests need to be analyzed (processed) together as a single unit in order to generate the reply. 
Essentially, the final output or the decision of the server object depends upon the individual 
inputs from each client. The server cannot start the processing until it has received the inputs 
from all the client group members. Hence the server wants to receive a combined set of identi
cally named service requests in a single invocation so that it can efficiently perform processing 
on the combined input. The server cannot handle individual inputs because of: 
(a). Client group transparency: In many cases, the client group is transparent to the server 

object. How long should the server keep waiting expecting inputs before it can start process
ing. Moreover, server does not know about the dynamic situations occurring in the client 
group membership such as member failures or member joins. 

(b). Increased load on servers: Even if the client group is not transparent, it is inefficient for the 
server object to be continually interrupted to receive every individual input (invocation) 
from the client group, keep accumulating them and keep track of the number of inputs. 
Group-oriented servers benefit by receiving a single group input from the underlying engi
neering mechanisms. However, in order to achieve this the group programming primitive 
must have a capability to accept group inputs. 

4.2.3 Partial Service Requests 
In a general service request- service provision paradigm, such as an open service trading environ
ment, a server may provide the super-set of processing capability (a service) while a client 
requires a subset of the processing capability, with respect to any given operation name. The 
server should not necessarily expect to receive service requests with the complete set of service 
parameters listed in the operation signature. A server's operation signature supports a set of man
datory and optional parameters. Optional parameters provide more details with respect to service 
requirements, but may also restrict service provision choices. A member of the client group 
should be able to invoke a subset of the service by presenting a partial set of service parameters to 
the server object. The unspecified parameters in the client's operation invocation can be given 
appropriate (null) bindings by the underlying engineering mechanisms in order to preserve the 
computational type system. What constitutes a mandatory set of parameters is an issue that can be 
best decided by the involved client-server pair, and should be enforced at bind time. 

Similarly when a client interacts with a server group, it receives multiple replies. It is not neces
sary that every server provide all the termination parameters specified in the client's termination 
signature. This situation often arises in group-based applications because while the client may be 
capable of interpreting (processing) a detailed set of reply parameters, the server may not be capa
ble of producing a detailed reply for the client. The unspecified parameters are given appropriate 
(null) bindings locally at the client's engineering infrastructure. 

5 ODP-BASED GROUP PROGRAMMING PRIMITIVES 

We adopt the two ODP-styles of interaction as the basis for the definition of the group program
ming primitives. The prograrmning-level interaction primitives of the ODP-model, the interroga
tion and announcement, provide user access to the underlying point-to-point communication and 
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are capable of supporting group communication through the use of the proposed invocation colla
tion modes (section 7). In the following we present a simple and logical extension to the basic 
ODP-interaction styles to address the requirements of group communication, thereby integrating 
client-server style interaction in a multi-endpoint object group environment. We present a generic 
definition of the proposed group-programming primitives. 

5.1 Group Interrogation 

A group interrogation is a multi-endpoint interaction between the client group and the server 
group consisting of 
a. one group operation invocation: one (or more identically named) operation invocation(s), ini

tiated by a single (or multiple) client(s) in a client group, resulting in the conveyance of infor
mation from the invoking client object(s) to the invoked server group members, followed by 

b. one or more group termination invocations, received by each invoking member of the client 
group, in response to the group operation invocation, resulting in the conveyance of informa
tion from the invoked members of the server group to the invoking members of the client 
group; where each group termination invocation is composed of one or more identically named 
termination invocations, initiated in response to the group operation invocation by server group 
members. 

Collation is the basis of the construction of group (operation I termination) invocation (section 7). 

5.2 Group Announcement 

A group announcement is a multi-endpoint interaction between a client group and a server group 
consisting of: 
a. one group announcement invocation: one (or more identically named) announcement invoca

tion(s), initiated by a single (or multiple) client(s) in the client group, resulting in the convey
ance of information from the invoking client object(s) to the invoked server group members. 

6 SEMANTICS OF GROUP INTERROGATION 

6.1 Multiple-invoker and multiple-invokee semantics 

There are multiple clients and multiple servers involved in a group interrogation. The group inter
rogation provides the basis for multi-endpoint interaction between a 
(a). singleton client and a server group, 
(b). client group and a singleton server, and 
(c) client group and a server group, which are all found in group-oriented distributed computing. 

6.2 Invocation collation semantics 

The proposed group interrogation primitive allows a server to access multiple identical client ser
vice requests in one call (invocation) and a client to access multiple replies with an identical con
text in one call(invocation). The group interrogation implies the existence of an engineering 
mechanism to collate the received invocations at the client and at the server side. It follows from 
the definition of group interrogation that: 
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1. Only identically named operation invocations from the client group received by a member of 
the server group can be combined into a single cumulative group operation invocation before 
being invoked on the server object. This collation occurs at the server side. 

2. Each server (in the server group) emits either one or multiple terminations (not necessarily 
identically named) in response to the received group operation invocation. In case of multiple 
terminations, the number of terminations is equal to the number of component operations in the 
corresponding group operation invocation. Similarly, a client receives multiple terminations, 
not necessarily identically named, one from each member of the server group in response to its 
operation invocation. Only identically named termination invocations received at the client side 
can be combined into a single cumulative group termination invocation. This collation occurs 
at the client side. 

The following semantics are found in the (operation I termination) invocation collation process: 
a. Parameter collation semantics: (Operation I termination) invocations carry information, from 

the (client I server) object to the (server I client) group, in the form of a set of parameters. Each 
parameter in the (operation I termination) signature is typed. Even though (operation I termina
tion) invocations from the (client I server) group may be identically named, implying the same 
('service request' I 'reply context') (from I to) the (server (client) object, each (operation Iter
mination) invocation from a (client I server) group member may carry the same or different 
information, parameter types, to be processed by the (server I client). How the information, 
parameter types, in the identically named (operation I termination) invocations is collated to 
construct a group (operation I termination) invocation is discussed in detail section 7. 

b. Collation cardinality semantics: A member of the (server I client) group may receive multiple 
identically named (operation I termination) invocations from the (client I server) group. How 
long shall the (server's I client's) infrastructure continue to accumulate invocations before start
ing the collation process. The group interrogation semantics implies the existence of a finite 
collation cardinality, for example the size of the (client I server) group, the knowledge of which 
is available to the underlying engineering mechanisms. When the required number of (opera
tion I termination) invocations are received, the underlying engineering mechanisms will col
late identically named (operation I termination) invocations into a single (a set of)1 group 
(operation I termination) invocation(s) and invoke it (them) on the (server I client) object. 

c. Collation duration semantics: In some group-based applications the knowledge of the cardinal
ity of the client (server) group is either unavailable or is of no significance. Instead it is required 
to collate invocations accumulated during a certain period of time. In many cases, the collation 
duration represents the maximum time interval to accumulate invocation, in order to avoid 
indefinitely waiting for the reception of messages. Invocation received during this period are 
input to underlying engineering mechanisms, and the resulting group (operation I termination) 
invocation is invoked on the (client I server) object. 

d. Collation membership semantics: Yet, some other group-based (server I client) applications are 
interested in receiving (operation I termination) invocations from the specific members of the 
(client I server) group, for example to ignore some members temporarily or because of some 
other application criterion, and collating them together into a single (set of) group (operation I 
termination) invocation(s). 

I. An group interrogation signature has multiple termination signatures. It is likely that a client may receive mul
tiple instances corresponding to each termination signature from the server group, and hence multiple group 
termination invocations on the client object. 
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Sophisticated group-based applications may use a combination of collation duration, collation 
cardinality and collation membership semantics in order to restrict the number and source of the 
invocations in the construction of group operation and termination invocation. 

7 GROUP INVOCATION CONSTRUCTION 

Group (operation I termination) invocation is composed of multiple identically named (operation! 
termination) invocations issued by members of the (client I server) group respectively. Collation 
is the basis for the construction of group invocations. We identify the basic collation mechanisms 
for the combination of operation signatures and termination signatures such that the resulting 
group invocations are compatible with the ODP interrogation and are suitable for processing by 
group-oriented server and client applications. 

The elements of an (operation I termination) signature are the (operation I termination) name 
and its parameters. Each parameter is typed and has a name. Essentially, an (operation I termina
tion) signature is a collection of typed information, the parameters, identified by a signature name. 
The operation name corresponds to a service (a function) provided by the server object. The ter

mination name corresponds to an application context in the client object, in which identically 
named replies can be analyzed (or processed). 

We identify the basic parameter collation modes such that parameters of identically named ser
vice requests from client group can be combined and presented together as a single unit for pro
cessing by a group-oriented server application. Similarly, these collation modes should permit the 
combination of parameters present in multiple identically named termination invocations so as to 
facilitate the processing of identical "result types" as a single unit by a group-oriented client 
application. We propose the following basic invocation collation modes: 
1. matrix-mode invocation collation 
2. linear-mode invocation collation 
and a third invocation collation mode, which is based upon the previous two schemes 
3. hybrid-mode invocation collation, which is not discussed further due to space limitations. 

7.1 Matrix-Mode Group Invocation 

7.1.1 Example 
Consider the following group-based applications from the network management domain. It is an 
example of Open Distributed Management Application. 
Group-Application #1: (Operation Invocation Collation): The application consists of a group of 
managed objects (MO) managed by a manager object. Each managed object represents some 
physical network resource such as a switch, a communication link, etc. A collection of managed 
objects representing identical resource types (such as all switches in a certain geographic area) are 
organised as a group and a manager object is assigned to manage the group of identical resource 
types. The collection of managed objects can be viewed as a client group, because each MO peri
odically sends the status information of the physical network resource that it represents, to the 
manager object (the server object), in the form of an operation invocation: current_sta

tus ( sp1 : T1 , . spn: Tn) and expects an advice, for example, a management signal to 
appropriately modify the physical resource attribute values, from the manager object in the form 
of a termination invocation: modify _status ( sp1 : T1 , .. , spn: Tnl . The status parame
ters in the operation invocations convey the current values of different attributes of the managed 
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resource, and in the terminations they represent a modified value suggested by the manager 
object. Each MO sends its status information in current_status ( sp1 : T1 , . . . , spn: Tn). 
The manager object is not invoked until the status notifications from all the MOs are received. It 
is required to present a single cumulative operation invocation, which contains the set of status 
parameters received in the individual operation invocations, to the manager object. This enables 
the manager object to obtain a network-wide status information in a single combined unit and to 
give appropriate replies to the managed objects. This application represents the need to combine 
operation invocations before they are presented to the server object. 

current_Status(sp1 : T1 , sp2 : T2, SP3 : T3 , sp4 : T4) 
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Figure 2 Group Invocation Stub For Matrix-Mode Collation. 

Group Application#2: (Termination Invocation Collation): Consider group application #1 with 
the following modifications. The manager object now becomes the client and the managed 
objects (MO) become the members of the server group. The manager object issues an operation 
invocation: report_status (),on the MO-group and expects to receive multiple identically 
named terminations, rny_status ( sp1 : T1 , . , spn: Tnl, one from each member of the MO
group. The terminations carry the management status information in the form of a set of parame
ters. The manager wants the set of status parameters, received in each termination invocation, to 
be presented to it together as a single unit, so that it can analyze the status reports collectively. 

7.1.2 Definition 
The matrix-mode group (operation I termination) invocation at a (server I client) object is com
posed of one or more identically named (operation I termination) invocation instances issued by 
the members of a (client I server) group. Each component invocation of the matrix-mode group 
invocation is called a row invocation. Each row invocation carries a variable number of parame
ters, which could be less than or equal to or greater than the number of parameters in the corre
sponding (operation I termination) signature at the invoked (server I client) object. Each parameter 
in a row invocation is typed and has a unique name. 
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7.1.3 Principles of Matrix-Mode Invocation Collation 
1. Single composite invocation: Matrix-mode collation process results in the construction of a 

group invocation from individual row invocation instances (Figure 2). A group (operation Iter
mination) invocation is a single invocation offered to the (server I client) object. 

2. Collation reference: The reference for the matrix-mode group (operation I termination) invoca
tion construction is the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the invoked (server 
I client) object. This is called the collation reference signature. That is, the names and types of 
parameters in the matrix-mode group (operation I termination) are the same as those in the col
lation reference signature. 

3. Parameter collation principle: Since there are multiple row invocation instances, a group invo
cation consists of multiple instances of parameters corresponding to each parameter name. The 
parameter instances corresponding to a given (parameter) name in the individual row invoca
tions are collected and collated in a multi-element data structure1• As shown in figure 2, the 
multi-element data structures are combined into a single group (operation I termination) invo
cation stub. Hence there are as many multi-element data structures in a group (operation Iter
mination) invocation as the number of parameters in the collation reference signature. In 
particular the following semantics are implied in the parameter collation process: 
3.1 Null binding semantics: If a row invocation contains no instance corresponding to a param

eter name in the reference signature, the corresponding parameter in the group invocation is 
bound to a (programming-language-specific) "null" value, and this value is included in the 
corresponding multi-element data structure. The invokee object interprets that the invoked 
object has not provided the corresponding parameter. 

3.2 Chopping parameter semantics: If a row invocation contains more parameters than those 
specified in the reference signature, then the parameter instances for which there is no corre
sponding parameter name in the collation reference signature are ignored. Thus, only those 
parameters which are desired by the invoked (server I client) object are retained. 

These principles ensure the integrity of the computational type system of the group (operation I 
termination). Essentially, a group (operation I termination) signature comprises the following: 
1. name of the group (operation I termination), and 
2. zero or more parameter specifications; where each parameter specification consists of a param

eter name and a parameter type, each parameter name identifies a multi-element data structure 
which contains elements of the associated type. 

7.2 Linear-Mode Group Invocation 

7.2.1 Example 
Consider the following group-based application, which is a part of the 'work-flow group comput
ing'. A very simple sub-set of this application has been chosen in order to demonstrate the linear
mode collation principle. 
Group Application # 3: (Operation Invocation Collation). The application consists of a three
member client group bound to a server object. The server ~rovides a 'computational service', say, 
the computation of a mathematical function: (x2 +y2 +z ) . It supports an operation: compute 

(x: Tx, y: Ty, z: Tz). Each parameter ofthe server's operation signature comes from a different 

I. A multi-element data structure is a linear organisation of components. The examples of multi-element data 

structure in programming languages are 'lists', 'arrays', etc. 
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source, one from each member of the client group. The individual clients invocations: compu
te (x:Tx), compute (y:Ty), and compute (z :Tz) are collated to produce a single opera
tion: compute (x: Tx, y: Ty, z: T z) ,which is then invoked on the server object. This represents 
a very tightly coupled group-application, in which any change in the client group membership has 
an impact on the operation invocation collation at the server object. Many group-based applica
tions fall in this category, where each client provides the partial input, (a fixed number of parame
ters), and the total operation invocation is constructed from component invocations. 
Group Application # 4: (Termination Invocation Collation) Consider another tightly-coupled 
group-based application. It consists of a client group and a server group. The server group is a 
'parallel computing group', i.e., each server performs different processing on the same client 
input, and hence produces different result types. As a simple example, consider the server group 
composed of four members: the adder, substractor, multiplier, and divisor. Each client provides 
two parameters in its operation invocation: compute ( x: T x, y: Ty) , and expects to receive 
the sum, difference, product, and quotient of the numbers from the server group. Each server pro
vides part of the reply: result(a:Tadd), result(b:Tsub), result(c:Tmul), and 

result (d: Tdivl and the total reply: result (a: Tadd, b: Tsub• c: Tmul• d: Tdiv), is con
structed by the linear combination of the server replies. It also implies that a client can bind to the 
server group if each member is capable of giving the client a subset of the reply and the total set of 
replies received from the server group meets the client's requirements. 

7.2.2 Definition 
Linear-mode group (operation I termination) invocation at a (server I client) object is composed of 
one or more identically named (operation I termination) invocations issued by the members of a 
(client I server) group. Each component invocation of the linear-mode group invocation is called a 
tuple invocation, for e.g., compute (x: Tx). Each parameter in the tuple invocation is typed and 
has a name. The set of parameters in a tuple invocation is called the tuple parameter set, for e.g., 
{ x}. Each tuple invocation carries a variable number of parameters, which is less than or equal to 
the number of parameters in the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the invoked 
(server I client) object, such that: 
I. the total number of parameters in the individual tuple invocation is equal to the number of 

parameters in the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the (server I client) 
object, and 

2. no parameter in the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the (server I client) 
object is received more than once, and 

3. for every parameter in the tuple invocation, there is a corresponding parameter with the same 
name and type in the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the (server I client) 
object. 

7.2.3 Principles of Linear-Mode Invocation Collation 
I. Single composite invocation: The linear-mode collation process results in the construction of a 

group (operation I termination) invocation which is a single invocation offered to the (server I 
client) object. 

2. Collation reference: The reference for the linear-mode group (operation I termination) invoca
tion construction is the corresponding1 (operation I termination) signature at the invoked 
(server I client) object. This is called the collation reference signature. That is, the names and 
types of parameters in the linear-mode group (operation I termination) is the same as those in 
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the corresponding (operation I termination) signature at the (server I client) side. 
3. Parameter collation principle: Since no more than one instance is received for each parameter 

in the collation reference signature from the individual tuple invocations, the parameter colla
tion process is a simple linear combination of parameters received in the tuple invocations. 
Each received parameter instance (in the tuple invocation) is assigned to the corresponding 
parameter in the reference signature. Parameters for which no instances are received within a 
collation duration (if specified), are assigned (programming-language specific) "null" values. 

8 GROUP INTERROGATION AND GROUP TRANSPARENCY 

Transparency is an important issue in a programming primitive. By giving the group (operation I 
termination) reception capability to the (server I client) objects, the members become group
aware and lose some group-transparency. 
I. Membership cardinality transparency: When a (server I client) receives the matrix-mode group 

(operation I termination) invocation it becomes aware of the number of (client I server) group 
members that have sent the (operation I termination) invocations from the length of the group 
operation invocation stub. However, the number of contributors to the linear-mode (operation I 
termination) invocation is transparent to the (server I client) object, unless the knowledge of 
'tuple parameter sets' is known to the (server I client) application. 

2. Member identity transparency: The issue here is the source of the component (row or tuple) 
invocations; how does the invoked (server I client) object know which member in the (client I 
server) group has sent which component invocation. In both the matrix-mode and linear-mode 
collation, the identity of the source objects is hidden from the (server I client) applications 
unless there is an explicit parameter in the group (operation I termination) signature to convey 
this information to the end application. The underlying engineering mechanisms have a knowl
edge of the source of the invocations and hence this information can be locally provided to the 
applications via this parameter. 

9 GROUP INTERROGATION: PROPERTIES 

9.1 Non-Blocking Invocation Semantics 

When a client invokes an operation on an object group, multiple replies are expected. There is, 
also, a varying amount of delay involved in the reception of replies. The client should not be 
blocked until all the replies are received. Moreover a client thread may need to make multiple 
operation invocations on an object group, without waiting for the replies of the previous invoca
tions. Group-oriented client applications require the ability to perform other processing while the 
replies are in transit and to inquire the reply status whenever their processing is blocked. 

9.2 Interruptible Invocation Semantics 

In certain client applications each result is processed at the moment of its reception (without wait
ing for the receipt of all the replies). Group interrogation may be abandoned by the client at any 

1. Operation Signature with the same name. In case of termination, the signature with the same name in the cor
responding operation signature. 
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moment if the replies already collected are sufficient for it to proceed. In this case, the clients need 
an interruptible group interrogation semantics to stop the subsequent flow of incoming replies. A 
local mechanism, such as a terminate(invocation-instance-id) from the client to the GSM termi
nates the subsequent flow of replies. 

9.3 Group-Infrastructure Notification Reception Capability 

The GSM needs to interact with the client for the following reasons: 
9.3.1 Invocation-Completion Reporting Semantics 
In certain client applications, the replies are not processed until all of them have been received. 
Replies may be given to the client either individually as soon as they are received or they may be 
collated (in linear or matrix modes) and offered as group terminations to the client. In any case the 
GSM must inform the client when delivering the last termination. One possibility is to include a 
special termination signature, say end_oj_replies(), in the group interrogation which is invoked 
locally by the GSM after the delivery of the last reply to the client. 

9.3.2 Group-Exception Reporting Semantics 
There are many types of failure and exception conditions in an object group environment such as 
group communication failures, member failures, quorum failures, etc. There is a need for group 
exception reporting mechanisms so that clients can be informed about the exception conditions. 
The group interrogation signature must include 'exception termination signature' apart from the 
application-specific termination signatures to notify the client about the exception conditions. 

10 CONCLUSION 

We have proposed group-programming primitives that support the synergy of group-orientation, 
object-based distributed computing and the client-server models. The group interrogation retains 
the client-server style of interaction in a multi-endpoint object group environment. It provides 
semantic support for combining multiple (identically-named) service requests from client group 
and for receiving and combining multiple (identically named) replies from server group. Its 
semantics is simple, yet powerful enough to express different group-based interaction patterns. It 
provides partial group-transparency to the client and server applications. 
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